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Mr. J. Cameron Coleman Mr. Joe Burganno, MS Liane Pizl, MS Amy Bridges, Ms. Amy 
Mancl, Mr Daniel T Mountain, and Mr. John C. Johnson, all Sheboygan County Social 
Workers, and Mr. John N. Gunderson of Olsen, Kloet, Gunderson & Conway, Sheboygan 
WI for the Union. Ms. Louella Conway, Sheboygan County Personnel Director, for the 
Employer. 

On July 27,1994, representatives of the Sheboygan County (hereinafter referred to as the “County,” 
or the “Employer”) and the Sheboygan County Association of Social Workers (hereinafter referred 
to as the “Association” or the “Employees”) exchanged proposals on issues to be included in a 
successor agreement to the agreement which expired on Dec. 3 1, 1994. The Association represents 
all professional employees of the Sheboygan County Human Services Department excluding 
Supervisors and Managerial employees. The Parties met on three other occasions and failed to reach 
an agreement. On October lo,1994 the Association tiled a petition with the Wisconsin Employment 
Relations Commission for tinal and binding interest arbitration pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)6 
Wis Stats Investigator Debra L. Wojtowski, a member of the WERC staiT, conducted an 
investigation on January 12, 1995, and then advised the Commission that an impasse existed. The 
parties submitted tlnal offers to the Commission by March 17, 1995. On May 19, 1995 the 
Commission certi6ed the parties’ final offers and directed them to select an impartial arbitrator. The 
Undersigned, Richard Tyson, was selected and appointed on June 14,199s. He conducted a hearing 
on the matter on July 31, 1995 at the Sheboygan County Law Enforcement Center, Sheboygan, 
Wisconsin. No transcript of the hearing was taken. Both parties had an opportunity to present 
exhibits and testimony and to outline their arguments in this dispute. They agreed to a schedule for 
submitting corrected and additional exhibits and for exchanging briefs and replies. 

The psrties are agreed on all items for inclusion in the agreement for 1995 and 1996 except for two 
matters. The parties are in dispute over wage rate increases; the County proposes increases of 3% 
across the board in each of the two years while the Association proposes a 4% increase. Additionally, 
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the County proposes to change the method of paying longevity for social Workers hired after l/1/95 
from the cumnt practice of 2-l/20/4 5%, 7-l/2%, IO%, and 12-l/2% after 5, 10, l&20, and 25 years 
ofservice, mspectively, to $10, $20, S30 per month a&r 5,10, and 15 years of service. Both parties 
have included an additional step to the schedule providmg for a 3% wage increase a&r 96 months. 

The parties agree as to which set of cornparables constitutes the appropriate external comparison 
group under Section 7.(d.) of the Act against which to measure their respective offers. They use the 
12 counties’used by Arbitrator Baron.’ 

The Association (AX47) costs the proposals as follows: 
1995 1996 

cost Item co. offer Am. Offer Difference Co. Offer Assn. Offer Diieren 
ce 

wages %1,384,479 %1,397,921 S 13,441 %1,426,014 %1,453,838 $27,824 

Steps 20,163 20,365 201 19,769 20,187 417 

Longevity 50,567 51,058 491 54,651 55,718 1,068 

Fringes 180,446 182,199 1,753 ’ 186,488 189,688 3,634 

Total %1,635,655 %1,651,542 % 15,887 $1,686,488 %1,719,431 32,943 

The Arbitrator then calculates the following percentage increases: 
1995 1996 

Cost Item Co. Dffer Assn. Offer DifTbrence Co. Offer Assn Offer Difference 

Wanes ;I 3 % 4% 1% 3% 4% 1% 

Steps 2.6 3.6 1 -2 -1 1 

Longevity 22.8 24 1.2 8.1 9.1 1 

FrinaeS 3.6 4.6 1 33 4.1 .8 

Total 8, 3.6 4.6 1 3.1 4.1 1 I 

1 . . ~,Lkc.N0,43364(6/13/91). Thewuntiessre: 
C&met Lacrosse. Ozaukee 
Eau Claire Manitowoc Washington 
Fond du Lac Marathon Winnebago 
Kenosha Outagamie Sheboygan 



The County provided payroll data runs (EX18-22), calculating the following: 

1994 1996 

cost km 

Wages 

(a=m34 

Current Co Offer Assn. O&r Diierence 

%1,377,110 %1,547,328 $1,562,351 $ 15,023 
($31,298) ($35,167) ($35,508) 

(+6%) (+6%) 

3 

Longevity 50153 2LFia275.981 731 
total wages 1,622,578 1,638,331 
o%increase (6.7%) (6.7%) 

Fringes 4977s 1 540370 543806 3,436 

Total %1,925,014 $2,162,948 $2,182,138 % 19,190 
($43,750) ($49,158) ($49,594) 

(+6.1%) (6 1%) 

The Arbitrator then calculates the following percentage increases from 1994 to 1996 based on the 
County’s data: 

Fringes 8.6 % 9.3 % .7% 

Total 12.4 % 13.4 % 1% 
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A number of differences exist between the two castings of the proposals. The Association’s 1994 
wage base is %1,344,154, apparently using 43 (vs 44) Social Workers. It considers only the WRS 
contribution in the tiinge benefit costs It also does not cost any changes in wages due to step wage 
progression (about 3% per year since almost all Social Workers advance a step) or any changes due 
to longevity payments. The County appears to have erred in determining the wages with longevity 
in some cases for both years, and did not include a 96-month step for 1995. It also appears that the 
County used wages in & 3% offer for 1995 to determine the wages for 19% under bprh the 
Association’s 4% and its own 3% offers, so there should be about 2% ditTerence over the two years 
in scheduled wages, even though the County indicates only a 1% diierence. Presumably, the 1996 
wages of a So&J Worker under the Association’s offer would be a little over 8% (rather than 7%) 
higher than in 1994 plus step increases plus any longevity increases. 

The parties have directed their evidence and arguments to the statutory criteria of Sec. 1 I 1.70 
(7) Wis. Stats. which directs the Arbitrator to consider and give weight to certain factors when 
making his decision. Those factors are: 

a. The lawful authority of the employer, 

b. Stipulations of the parties. 

c. The interests and welfare of the public and the financial ability of the unit of government 
to meet the costs of any settlement 

d. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the municipal employees 
involved in the arbitration proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of 
employment of other employees performing similar services. 

e. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the municipal employees 
involved in the arbitration proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of 
employment of other employees generally in public employment in the same community 
and in comparable communities. 

f. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the municipal employees 
involved in the arbitration proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of 
&pIoyment of other employees generally in private employment in the same community 
and in comparable communities. 

g. Theaveragewnsumcr prices for goods and services, commonly known as the cost-of-living. 
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h. The overall compensation presently received by the employees, including direct wage 
compensation vacation, holidays and excused time, insurance and pensions, medical and 
hospitahzation berm&s, the continuity and stability of employment, and all other benefits 
received. 

I. Changes in any of the foregoing circumstances during the pendency of the arbitration 
proceedings. 

j. Such other factors, not con&d to the foregoing, which are normally or traditionally 
taken into consideration in the determination of wages, hours and conditions of 
employment through voluntary collective bargaining, mediation, facttinding, arbitration 
or otherwise between the parties, in the public service or in private employment. 

the Pa&s 

The Employer maintains that its offer provides percentage increases in wages which are consistent 
with the cost of living, its offers to other bargaining units, and with increases for City workers, Its 
offer is in excess of settlements of other union employees in the fourth quarter of 1994 (2.74% on 
average).2 Its offer compares G~orably with increases of social workers employed by other agencies 
in the County. The Association’s contention that the other two settled units in the county received 
4 25% in 1995 is not to be accorded weight since these were the last year of three (3) year contracts. 
Most importantly, the l.& of wages of Sheboygan County social workers is above that of most of 
the agreed upon comparables’ social workers The Social Worker I in Sheboygan County is %.22/hr. 
above average at the starting rate, rising to $.72 above at the schedule maximum. At 15 years, with 
longevity, the advantage is $1.80, and at 30 years, it is S2.54. The Social Worker II is $53 below 
average at the star&g rate, and %.24 below at the schedule maximum. However, with longevity, the 
Social Worker II is $.88 above average at 15 years and $1.63 at 30 years. Few, ifany social workers 
start at the SWII rate, however. Similarly, few, if any social workers start at the SWIII rate which 
is %.63 below average, but the top rate is %.75 above. With longevity which kicks in after 5 years, 
they are ahead by %SO/hr.; they are $1.63 above average at 10 years, 92.07 above at 15 years, and 
$2.93 at 30 years. Most ofthe Sheboygan social workers are in the SWIII class. Wnh a Masters of 
Social Work degree, unit employees are %.22 under average at the start, but are S.92 above at the 
schedule maximm~ $1.80 above at 10 years, S2.24 above at 15 years, and $4.98 above at 30 years. 
Social workers can progress from SWI to SWIII in three (3) years, giving them both vertical and 
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horizontal progression, and they can even be hired at any level, depending on education and 
experience. F the start rates for SWII, III, and MSW are slightly below average, very few ever 
are at that step. Moreover, those choosing to obtain the MSW will enjoy a top rate $.92 above 
average, excluding longevity, which is higher than all but Calmet and Kenosha Counties.’ 

The County has prepared a ten-year wage progression sequence for Sheboygan County Social 
Workers as well as social workers in the comparablea. In all cases employees were assumed to 
progress on schedule in the minimum time permitted. Earnings then were summed, based on 1994 
wage rates. ’ Sheboygan Social Workers would earn $339,222, or 4.8% more than the average 
comparable social worker earnings of $323,616 over the 10 years. The County offers excellent 
advancement ‘opportunities, and with no restrictions on the number of social workers in higher pay 
classiIications, unlike many of the cornparables. The Association’s contention that a social worker 
carmot advancc. to the MSW track while employed by the County is wrong. Both the UW-Madison 
and UW-Milwaukee offer MSW programs; admission and sucoessfbl completion of the programs are 
certainly attainable, as can be seen in the submitted information and as demonstrated by two 
employees in the Department of Health and Human Services who did get Masters degrees. 

The County has attempted to address needed changes to the longevity program since 1981 without 
success. It is an increasingly costly program. For this unit alone, the cost of longevity was S49,678 
in 1994. With this contract, it will rise $10,681 in 1995 and $14,415 in 1996. As of Jan 1,1995 
longevity is discontinued for new, non-bargaining unit employees It has made offers to all bargaining 
unit employees which in&de a change to a flat dollar amount for new employees. The comparable 
counties either do not offer longevity (5) or pay a flat dollar amount per month (5) or pay additional 
cents per hour/(l). The current longevity program is extraordinarily more generous than any of these. 
Its offer would be consistent with the current longevity programs of the comparables. Under the 
Employer’s ~posd inchding the 96month step, a social worker will be earning between $1 .O 1 and 
$1.97 more than average at the top schedule rate. With longevity, the advantage grows. Fiiy, 
while municipal employees in Sheboygan earn longevity, none are as generous as the Employer’s 
cm-rat program. 

The Employer haa offered a generous w for the change in longevity pay for new hires. 
Not only w&hey be able to attain a 3% higher wage at 96 months of employment, nineteen (19) 
current employees who have already served the County that long will benefit immediately, while 
another seven (7) will reach the 96month step in 1996. Moreover, the latter are “grandfathered” into 

1 Em&)&&$ pp. 6-7. 
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the current, overly generous program. During the contract, only 5 employees will not be receiving 
longevity pay. The Association’s contention that the 96-month step is in their proposal to provide 
equity is “Sawed” in that the Social Workers are already paid more than the comparables. The 
Employer’s offer of a 3% increase plus the 3% 96-month step increase will cost 5.87% in 1995, 
which is SubstantUy above the cost of living increases. Not only is there a signiticant need to begin 
bringing longevity costs under control, and a substantial -offered in doing so, the 
County’s proposal also remedies the problem by providing new employees with longevity pay more 
in line with the cornparables. 

The County takes issue with many of the &so&ion’s contentions. The 4% equity adjustments paid 
to certain other employees are not germane; these positions are reviewed every 5 years for such 
adjustments ifnecessary. Social workers receive step increases each year. The contention made by 
the Association that benchmark analysis of social workers’ earnings is too fraught with problems 
should be tempered with the observation that the “dual earnings career index” has its own problems. 
The Association’s computation of comparative earnings is flawed in several regards. The “senior 
track” (SWIII) earnings of Sheboygan Social Workers is compared to social workers in other 
counties in &ssiScations where a Masters degree is required. The County’s comparisons accurately 
show rates for equal levels of experience and education. The Association inaccurately contends that 
its earnings index assumes that a social worker progresses through the schedule, taking advantage 
of all advancement opportunities; it neglects the opportunity for advancement to the MSW 
classification. 

The Association 
The Association maintains that its offer continues the long-established longevity plan which has been 
in existence and served the County well since 1968, while the county proposes a “take-back” for 
which it cannot demonstrate any need such as any inabii to pay or tinancial exigencies requiring the 
ebminadon of long&y for new hires. The Association’s proposal also provides for modest increases 
in the wage progression schedule which is consistent with cost-of-living increases and increases of 
the comparablea. It is less than that received by other Sheboygan employees in many cases, and 
continues to reward Sheboygan social workers at levels less than social workers employed in 
comparable counties. 

Sheboygan County is in excellent fiscal condition. It is running a $10 million surplus even as its tax 
rate is decreasing. It has given 3% increases to non-bargaining unit employees and to full-time 
elected officials, as offered to the Association, but then gave an additional 4% “equity adjustment” 
to certain ones, including social workers employed by the county in the nursing home. It clearly 
doesn’t have a fiscal problem in continuing longevity and in providing the 4%/4% wage increase 



included in the Association’s offer. Examination of other wage increases within the County and 
between comparabte counties also indicate that the Association’s offer is more reasonable. The two 
wntracts which are settled for 1993-95 (Highway Department and Nurses) include increases for 1995 
of 4.25%, while eight (8) of the settled cornparables for social workers received increases which 
average 3.70/o.’ Additionally, the best, most recently available price index (Urban Wage-earners, 
North Central States, Small Metro Areas) has risen 3.9% over the May, 1994 to May, 1995 period 
indicating that the Association’s offer is most consistent with criteria (g.). 

The Association contends that comparisons of wage&&with that of the comparables also favors 
its offer. Conventional benchmark a&ysis at any particular point in time, however, cannot accurately 
portray how”Sheboygan social workers are paid in comparison to, say, Manitowoc or Fond du Lac 
social workers because “wage progression scales, reclassiication procedures, length of work week, 
etc.” vary from county to co~nty.~ In order to facilitate awurate comparisons, the Association has 
developed a “Dual Career Gross Earnings Index” which it refers to as the GEI, on the argument the 
wages “are y process, not a point.” The index calculates the cumulated earnings of a ‘junior” and 
“senior” social worker over an 84 month period and sums these. In each county’s case, a social 
worker is assumed to move by every available step and class (except to the Master’s Degree required 
clas~).~ On a/t unadjusted (for work ho&week) basis, the Association finds that over an 84 month 
period, Sheboygan ‘junior” social workers would earn $189,306, ranking 9 of 12 among the 
comparable+ Sheboygan “senioz’ social workers would earn $213,096, ranking 11 of 12. The 
combined tot,+ ($402,402) would also be 1 lth of the 12. Adjusted for work hours (Sheboygan has 
a standard 37.5 hour work week), the $402,402 would rank 9th of 12, being $10,684 below the 
mean ’ On a hours adjusted basis, Sheboygan pays %24,697 less than neighboring Manitowoc 

1 ,;. . . . m is a table of percent increases by (comparable) county asserted by 
the Association. Calculation of percent changes of cells by the Undersigned based on J&I&&X . . m (the County’s benchmark comparisons for 1994, and 1995) indicate these to be 
WITWt. 

, . 5* . , p. 8. 

6The current agreement with Sheboygan County includes a schedule with an 84 month 
step. Both p,arties propose a 96-month step for the 1995-96 contract. The Employer contends 
that the extra step is its w for changing longevity as it applies to w hires. Its 
benchmark wage comparison goes out to 30 years since it contends that the iongevity payments 
are excessivd in comparison to the wmpsrables. The Association disregards longevity as part of 
the wage schedule; rather it contends that longevity is part of Social Workers’ Binge benefits. 
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County, with which some school social work limctions are shared. Wtth a 4% increase in 1995, the 
Sheboygan GE1 would not even exceed the 1994 mean. 

The Association takes issue with the County’s analysis of wage comparisons in many regards. First, 
the County has presented comparisons of wages by Social Worker classification at S-year time 
intervals. The ‘benchmark” comparisons simply cannot be done, as noted above. Then the Employer 
tried to replicate a ten-year wage progression comparison, but presented a flawed picture. Fii, the 
contract only provides an 84 month schedule. It erred in placing social workers in some of the 
comparables. Then the County assumed (and inaoxately contends) that a social worker would move 
to the Master’s Degree track in five years. This is unattainable. The County doesn’t provide tlmds 
or release time for such graduate work as would be necessary, and the benefits from the diierential 
wages pale: by comparison to the cost, which the Association puts at more than $22,000.” It isn’t 
surprising, therefore, that none of the units’s employees has been able to earn a MSW while employed 
by the County. The County has inch&d longevity in its comparisons, the Association considers this 
a uniform, county-wide fringe benetit and has no place in wage comparisons. Moreover, the County 
cannot explain how it included longevity in the comparisons. Fii, the County has tried to compare 
Sheboygan County social workers with three e private agencies’ social workers which 
guarantees that veri6cation is impossible. 

The Association considers the Employer’s proposal to change the longevity provision to be a slatus 
q,u~ change for which it camrot demonstrate a need and for which it has offered no wore 
Longevity has been part of agreements between the parties since 1968. It has also become part of 
agreements with all other units of employees and has served the County well by reducing turnover 
among County employees. As noted above, the County is fiscally very sound and quite able to pay 
the very modest cost of longevity for such a benefit. The value of longevity provisions has been 
recognized as the City has adopted provisions in its contracts with its workers, most recently with 
the transit workers where those employeea will receive 2.5%!So/d7.5% a&r S/IO/l 5 years of service. 
The County Board may have had removal of longevity on its agenda since 198 1, but has not made 
any changes, even among m employees. The only change has been in 1995 when the 
County eliminated longevity payments to these employees hired after Jan. 1.1995. The only time 
longevity was subject to arbiition was in 1993 where the County proposed to eliminate the benefit 
for new Higbway Department hires while paying current employees SSOO in exchange. Arbitrator 
Malamud found the Union’s offer to retain the w to be preferred based on internal 

I . Assoclatlon pp. 7-11. 
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comparability.’ Additionally, the Association contends that Arbitrator Gundermann rewgnized 
longevity as a fringe benefit to this units’s employees in a prior decision, not to be mixed up with 
wages comparisons.‘0 

The Amciation rejects the County’s argument which was put forth in its 198 1 declaration to try to 
do away with longevity. The argument alleges that while in the past longevity was compensation for 
wages which were low, wages are now quite adequate. so the longevity pay is unnecessary. Longevity 
is uniform among all classes of employees, some which may be paid high, average, or low in relation 
to their reqctive comparables. Therefore it cannot be considered part of compensation to make up 
for wages. Regardless, Social Workers wages are below average. The Employer’s proposal would 
cost a new employee over $57,000 over a 30 year career, without the 96 month additional step. 
However, m,comparing what a social worker would earn on the current schedule compared to a 
schedule with an additional 96-month step but with the %10/$20/%30 longevity payments per the 
County’s off&, the employee is S16.116 worse off under the latter. W&h attrition and replacement 
of social workers, the Association estimates that Sheboygan County will gain $352,545 in wages 
alone over the next 3 5 years under the Employer’s proposal.” Certainly the Employer has provided 
no w for such a take-away. Piiy, the Association argues that by its offer, the County 
is creating a: two-tiered wage structure (ilongevity is to be considered wages) which will create 
stress in the workplace, as well as create vastly different retirement benefits for the two classes of 
employees. 

Discussion and Opinion 
The Statute requbes the Arbitrator to consider the aforementioned criteria in making an award. The 
criteria cited by the Parties as pertinent to this decision are external (d.), internal (e.), and private 
sector employees(f), comparisons based on intlation (h.), and implicitly, other factors (j.). Each of 
these is considered below as the outstanding issues of this dispute have been analyzed by the 
&binator. The outstanding issues are tirst noted, followed by the Arbitrator’s analysis of wage levels 

9 p Dec. No. 27719-q (April, 1994). 

10 . . a Dec. No. 243 17-A (August, 1987). 
The Undersigned notes, however, that Arbitrator Gundermann was only stating the “Association’s 
Position” in the reference to which it now makes in the instant case. In his award, Arbitrator 
Gunderm~ was led to the “inescapable conclusion that the County’s social workers (were) paid 
significantly less than . ..wmparable(s)..” so that the Association’s offer was preferred to the 
Employer’s 0%/3% offer. 

II . . -pp. 13-18. 
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and increases. Lastly, other factors and other issues are discussed. 

Several issates are raised by the parties. Fist, the Association would set longevity aside as a county- 
wide tiinge benefit, not to be incorporated in wage comparisons between unit employees and 
employees in comparable communities; the County would not. Similarly, the County would consider 
the 3% wage step progression part of the “package”of settlement while the Association would not. 
Sewnd, to what degree can benchmark analysis be used in comparing social workers’ wages among 
cornparables, and if it cannot, what is the appropriate method of comparison? Third, what is the 
relative weight to be assigned intemsl (Sheboygan County) compruisons versus extemrd comparisons, 
particularly on the issue of longevity7 Fourth, since the parties have made considerable use of 
comparing csreer wage progressions, what is/are the appropriate “track/s” of career progression? Is 
the Master of Social Work (or equivalent) pathway a reasonable part of wage progression or is it to 
be considered separately7 Fii, what must the County give or show to justify a change in the w 
qup one which also raises a morale question of creating a “two-tiered wage” system? 

Wage Comparisons/ Cost of Living. percentage increases 
Association Exhibit 35 lists wage increases averaging 3 71% for eight (8) of the eleven other counties 
which the parties have agreed to use as cornparables which the County’s data (EX 25A) corroborates. 
On its face, the Association’s 4% offer would be closer than would be the Employer’s 3% offer. 
With the exception of Manitowoc County, however, these counties have considerably fewer steps 
and, as seen below, less generous longevity. With step progression and longevity, the County’s 3% 
offer will increase average unit employees’ wages Tom %32,438 to $34,548, or 6.5% in 1995 (from 
EX 18-19). While it is difhcult to determine what the comparables’ average increases would be when 
steps and longevity are included without knowing placements on schedules, it does not appear to the 
Undersigned that the comparables’ average ac.b~al wages would rise above the 3.71% average 
a&&& incmase to the extant that it would in Sheboygan based on the wage schedules included in 
the submitted agreements. Therefore the pattern of settlements for 1995 may not necessarily favor 
the Association’s offer. The only settlements available for 1996 are Fond du Lac and Marathon 
Counties where scheduled ’ maeases are respectively a split 2.511% (3% cost) and 3%. Both counties 
were on the lower end of the 1995 settlements. 

The internal pattern is mixed. Only two other County units are settled (for 4.25%), but these are for 
the third year of these agreements. All other units (Supportive Services, Institutions, RNs, and 
Deputies) are unsettled and presumably will await arbitration awards. The County has offered 
3Y’% and the same changes in longevity, while their unions have offers of about 3.5%. Seven City 
of Sheboygan units are settled for 1995-97, with split increases of 2%/2% (l/l and 7/29) being the 
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genmlpattmq wbichisa287% inmase in 1995 and 3.98%in 1996 or 3.42% per year. Seemingly 
this would slightly favar the Employer’s offer, thaugh the “lift” of the split increase is signitkant It 
results in an effective 4% incn?.ase in 1991 thereby tending to thvor the Association’s off.. 

The bXJ!Qyw Qffers addk%!a! %tt!eWtIts for the &bitmtQr’s GQ@&G%iQn, &bQr FQ!!mGt 

S&!X?itS t&‘&d tQ w @x4?) rqQ!ted!y WeSaged $!i&t& UT& 3%. w!Wt!W my Qft!!W$ 

employees perform similar services is clearly doubtful, and whether these represent the universe of 
s&nmts k are employed in compamble communities is unknown, so the statutory criteria cannot 
guide the Undersigned in demrmmin g whether one offer or the ather is to be preferred based on this 
evidence. S’imilarly, the Employer alleges that social workers employed by LSS, CSS, and ‘The 
Center” are paid at rates less than unit employees; here, the “evidence” is anonymous, and job 
respe!!sibi!i&s are not know?! for comparisot! purposes, ~0 little cmdit can be accorded it, 

The parties Bfe iu dispute regarding t!xe cc&-Qf-!iting ~omprparis~ns~ The &sedation would use the 
CPI-W for the North Central States Small Metro Areas That index rose 3.9% for the period May, 
1994-May, 1995 The County would use the Dec. 1993-Dec. 1994 CPI-W or-U, both of which 
registered 2 7% increases. The Association notes that Arbitrator Baron used its index, though the 
County responded that the index through Dec. was used in her award. The Undersigned notes that 
she chose December as the month prior to the submission of tlnal offers, In the instant case, this 
would imply use ofthe Feb.-Feb. data, which was not supplied by either party. He notes, however, 
that the US:, Small Metro CPI-W and -U indices rose at 2.6% and 2.7% respectively during 1994, 
that prices in the North Central States have risen taster than the nation as a whole in 1995, that ptices 
rose at a fr&r rate through May, 1995 and then decelerated and that the Jan.-Sept. rate for the 
Association’s index is just 2 1%. He notes that from Feb. 1994 to Feb., 1995, the North Central 
States CPI-W and the CPI-W, Small Metro indices rose Tom 139.0 to 143.6 and 140.6 to 145 2 
respectively, or 3.3% in both cases. In the main, the parties are each .6% off this rate, a rate that 
would tend to t&or the County in its offer (exchisive of the additional step increase, step progression, 
and longevity increases). 

m on com~ease and cost of livinv 

Comparison of the percent wage increases moderately favors the Association’s offer if one considers 
the increasesin the schedules only. The two settled county units wage increases are 4.25%, though 
these are the’last of 3 year agreements. The r emaining units have received the same offers from the 
Employer. The City units have split increases whose cost increases are somewhat nearer to the 
Employer’s offer, though the litl somewhat favors the Association’s offer. The increase in wages for 
19% amm! the cmp.d!es !vmina& tkvors the Aswciation (3.7!% vs 3% and 4%), theugh when 
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the total wage increase is cons&red, in&ding step advm 8 and longevity the Employef’s 
offer would be closer to the average. For 1996, the Employer’s offer would be closar to the two 
counties’ settlements. Consideration of cost of living increases would slightly favor the Employer’s 
offer based on the ?!&cd&&ca! choice of ArQitrato~ Baron, a method to which the parties appear 
to rely. 

Wagemns: we 
The parties submitted data for compar&n of wages between comparable counties. The Association 
has based its argument that unit employees are underpaid with respect to their Dual Career Gross 
Earnings Index value relative to the values compiled by social workers in comparable communities. 
It caladstes the eamings of a ‘$&or” social worker over 84 months fiqrn WI- 1 to SWEI-5 and the 
ear+gs of a “senior” social worker over 84 months from SW-1 to SWIII-8. It then qmpares 
these two “@a&.$ to w&t it determines as “junior” zmd “seni& s~cir$ workers among the 
wmpambles. As noted by the Employer, many of the “senior” tracks of the cornparables sre those 
which require a MSW or equivalent. The Association adds the cumulative annual earnings for each 
track over 84 months to arrive at its “Gross Earnings Index” value for comparison with other 
counties. The result is thst Sheboygan Social Workers are 1 ltb of 12, and 9th of 12 when adjusted 
for length of work week, or about 1% under the median. 

The Employer compares wages of social wo&rs at tbe fey classes (SW& SW MA/h&S) for 
various time periods up to 30 years, finding wages to be signiticantly greater, part~cu&ly w&n 
longevity adjustme@s are made. The Ernp!oyq I!@ t&n apparently joined the earn&s index value 
game (since tbe last hitrated award) and constructed a single ten (10) year earnings index assuming 
that a so&l worker will progess ss soon as possible from SWI to SWII (13 months) to SWTII (36 
months) and then to SW h4A/MS (60 months). Assuming social workers employed by comparable 
counties move ss quickly ss possible through their respective schedules, the ten year earnings were 
then compared. By this analysis, Sheboygan County Social Workers’ earnings would exceed those 
of aU other counties’ sock! workers. Over tbe ten year period, earo&s would be $339,222. ir! !994 
or 4.8% greater t&m average. 

In ewt&ing the evdaq the Arbitrator is uwi!!ing to accept either parties charaaerizatioe oftbe 
appropriate comparison It is evident that the parties do intend to Iwk at wages as a “process” rather 
than a ‘>oht in time” which he would honor, but the process and time hotion are io dispute. The 

Employ&s a&‘sis ofa Sheboyw social worker’s wage progression tends to coincide with that of 
the Associati~~~'s ~ntd the 6fih (5th) year when the Employer suggests that the se&sly motivated 
employee will get his or her MSW. The evidence submitted by both parties regarding the h&W 
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programs at IJV-h4adiison and UW-mwaukee, the Association’s “benefit-cost analysis.“, submitted 
assertions, payroll data, and other evidence suggests to the Undersigned that the MSW is an entirely 
diferent track, and that the intimations that those who do not achieve a MSW are somehow slacking 
off are baseless. 

The. Association’s aw!ysLs is also -si&wtly &wed, in the opinion ofthe Undersigned. Fist of 
all, the wage progression of the “junior” social worker is counted up until the 5th step (of SWIII), 
while the “seniof’ social worker is c+nted until the 8th step. This analysis conveniently misses the 
(Employer’~~ point. mare 9 steps to the schedule (plus longevity which kicks in begimCng with 
the 5th ye&). Only one other county has as many steps, and none has the kind of longevity as is 
enjoyed in Sheboygan County. Moreover, more than half of the unit’s employees have been 
employed for more that! &I w&q so the 4lsocidon’s analysis pert&s to !ess than hatfofthe tit. 
While that fact may help make the Association’s argument of the public benefit of the longevity 
progr- (presuming that t& comparables’ average longevity is less, a factor which is unknown) it 
also makes the Gross Earnings Index relatively useless as an analytical device. Secondly, the notion 
of the “junioz’ track is fairly inapplicable since very few employees with over three (3) years 
experience rqmain at the SWII classi6cation. For comparison purposes the Arbitrator would suggest 
that the evidence indicates that comparisons ought to be made between employees hired with a 
BNBS who progress through the available schedule, and those with a MSW or equivalent who 
progress tl&~gb that schedule. Based 0~ the agreed upon submissions of the parties (the sequence 
for the BA/BS track through the 5th year) and then based on the contract, the Undersigned uses a 
wage progression schedule included in Table 1. 

The 613 w$tnn in Table 1 indicates the potential wage accortimg to the parties and the a. 
The second +?olumn is the average actual wage (m&ding longevity) of the Sheboygan Social Workers 
in those cat~ories. There is disagreement on the wage for the 13th month, but the Arbitrator believes 
that the Co&s method better reflects the agreement and simple logic. Ironically, the Association 
properly moved “promoted” Outagamie and Kenosha county social workers to the right step in 
contrast to’ the Employer’s construction of the potential wage progression @ w &uations. 
AUusl avqe wages deviate from this constructed (by the Arbitrator) potential wage progression 
by only $.~&r./ (a&t 0.5%) f@ &e 13 steps listed, though the “potential” overestimates wages for 
those with 10-19 years of scrvice” This ‘pOtcAl wage” appears pretty close to reality to compare 

‘~+iations occur for a number of reasons. For instance, social workers may be hired at 
different levels, depending on prior experience, and therefore earn more than the “potential”. 
Two SWIII social workers on, say, the 4th step may have diiering longevity, as well as the pay 
that goes with it. Social workers are required to have graduate credits and training hours to 
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with the potential wages of the cornparables for those on the BNBS track, and will be used in the 
analysis which follows in Table 2. As noted by the Employer, however, several counties allow 
employees onto the MSW track without a MSW, requiring “equivalent experience”. Clearly this a 
bone of contention between the County and the Association; Sheboygan absolutely requires the 
MSW/Masters for the track while several counties have senior Social Worker tracks which specitjl 
MSW or equivalent training and experience; these may be more or less demanding of “equivalence”. 
Therefore, the Arbitrator will also compare (Table 3) a MSWA4A track to see ditTerential earnings 
between the buntiea for those who hold a Master’s degree. In the main, the Arbitrator has allowed 
the comparison between Sheboygao SWIII (BABS) and a MA/MS class in other wunties where 
there is the possibiity of achieving the class e the MSW. 

Table 2 indicates that the wages of a social worker hired in Sheboygan with a Bachelor’s degree will 
be higher than elsewhere, except in LaCrosse. It is equal to Manitowoc (the Association’s “sister 
county”) As the social worker progresses to the SWB track, the differential falls as social workers 
wages elsewhere tend to rise more rapidly. In the third year, Sheboygan social workers’ wages tend 
to fal behind average until they progress to SWIII where they then earn near the average until their 
sixth year, when longevity adds 2-l/2% to their base wage on top of the 3% step progression. Most 
other sociaLworkers have reached their top step at this time, and few receive Iongevity increases. 
From the sixth to tenth years, Sheboygan social workers’ wages rise by the 3% step progression while 
the average wage ofthe wmparables rises about l%, resulting in a growing gap between Sheboygan 
and other social workers, After the tenth year, Sheboygao Social workers are at the end of the 
schedule, but receive another 2-!/Z% longevity adjustment, and subsequent additional 2-l/2% 
adjustments at l&20, and 25 years while few social workers among the wmparables receive any 
significant increases. Earnings over 25 years for Sheboygan social workers on this track would be 
$943,410 ($483.8 X 1,950 hours per year), or %121,485 more than the average wmparables’ social 
worker’s earnings ($421.5 X 1950 = $821,925). Kenosha social workers are the only county social 
workers who would earn comparable wages, more for the 6rst 9 years, and less thereafter. 

The Undersigned would make a couple of comments on the comparisons implied in Table 2. The 
actual av&e wages of Sheboygan Social Workers tended TV, be less than the wnstructed “potential’ 
wages for social workers with 10 - 19 years longevity, suggesting that the analysis is less accurate 
for them However, the wmparables’ actual average wages may also be less than the potential wages 
wnstructed for them, mitigating the wnsequences ofthis fact. It can readily be seen that by the 10th 
year, most of the wmparables’ wages have reached their maximums so they would not be more. 

progress so ‘some will earn less than the “potential” if they do not meet these requirements. 
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Finally, the differential between the “potential” Sheboygan and comparables’ wages is very 
pronounced in this range, so that even ifthe actual wages of Sheboygan Social workers with, say, 15 
years longevity, is $.31 below the “potential,” their earnings would only be S2.48 above the 
comparablea’ potential average rather than $2.79 above. The Arbitrator also included comparisons 
of Sheboygan (BABS) SWIII social workers with social workers who are in classifications which 
either include Master’s degree social workers or with classhications which are for those with Master’s 
degrees but can be attained by those with “equivalent” education and experience. Finally, the 
Arbitrator notes that in some counties there are limitations on the number of higher classiication 
social workers; nevertheless, the wage progressions constructed by the Arbitrator for comparison 
purposes assume no limitations. 

Table 3 is relatively straightforward. Social workers who have a Master’s degree are placed on the 
schedule and move through the 9th step, receiving longevity increases according to the agreement. 
Sii, the comparables’ social workers are placed in the classitications which require a MS/MA 
or equivalent, and moved as provided in the submit-ted agreements. Sheboygan Social workers’ 
wages are below the average until after the 4th year. After employment in Sheboygan for 5 years, 
they are abob average+ receiving the 3% step progression and the 2-l/2% longevity increase. Two 
more steps remain thereatber, followed by the longevity increases at 10, 15,20, and 25 years. With 
the exception of Kenosha, wages in the comparable5 do not generally rise after the 5th year. It is 
perhaps not too sutptising that in the County’s wage progression analysis, social workers are moved 
from SWI through SWE and SWJII and are continued on SW M&MS after 5 years. Over 25 years, 
a social worker with a MSW in Sheboygan would earn $75,270 more than a social worker with a 
Master’s degree in the average comparable county ($980,655 - 905,385)“. The Association’s 
argument that since the County doesn’t pay for graduate school coursework (unlike some other 
counties) or provide for leaves, the costs to unit employees are high, while the benefits of getting a 
MSW are low, appears to have a reasonable basis. 

Table 4 indi? that Sheboygan County Social Workers with a BA/BS would cominue to earn more 
than the comparable county social workers under the Employer’s offer. The wages would again be 
close to average until the fifth year, a&r which a S.06 per hour (%lO/month) longevity adjustment 
and the stepmcrement would increase wages more than the average. After nine years, there is only 
the modest ‘iongevity adjustment; however, by then wages are over a dollar and a half greater than 
average under the current schedule. With a tenth step added (iicluded in both parties’ offers), they 
would be about %2.OO/hour greater. 

“Sheboygan wages sum to 502 9 over 25 years, with the hours per year being 1,950. 



u 4 Shciqgae and Comparable County Social Worker 1994 Wages, BA/BS Track (including longevity, 
ut only 9 steps)mder the Current Schedule and under the County’s Offer 

(After) kiiii% .l!Qkdd Compara- 
BAIBS bles’ eve. 

BAIBS track I$o! wage 
track waae Q&-9steps (Table 2) 

start $12.08 $ 12.08 $11.86 

6 months 12.42 12.42 12.24 

13 01 13.01 12.92 

2 13.39 

3 14 66 

15.16 

16.07 15.74 15.48 

16 59 16.25 15.75 

17.10 16.75 1 15.96 

17.62 

18.14 

10 1859 

-y-y---f 

15 19 03 

20 19.47 

25+ 19.91 

sum of 25 483.8 450.3 1 421.5 1 a 
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T&jk5 Sh+oygan and Car parable County Social Worker 1994 Wages, h4AMS Track (iicluding 
ty’s Offer 
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Table 5 indicates that Sheboygan County Social Workers with a MA/MS would continue to earn 
more than the comparable county social workers under the Employer’s offer. The wages would again 
be under average until the titlh year, after which a SO6 per hour (SlO/month) longevity adjustment 
and the step increment would increase wages more than the average. After seven years, there is only 
the modest longevity adjustment; however, by then wages are about a dollar greater than average 
under the current schedule. Wah a tenth step added (included in both parties’ offers), they would be 
about S1.55 greater. 

Analysis of wage comparisons shows that Sheboygan County Human Services Department Social 
Workers wages tend to exceed those of the average of the comparables, particularly those social 
workers on the BA5.S track as herein defined. Over a 25 year career, the earnings would be over 
14% greater (8% for the MSW). The difference does not become significant until after the seventh 
year, the time horizon employed by the Association in its analysis. Under the County’s offer, 
Sheboygan social workers with a BA/BS will continue to earn above average wages over their 
csreers. The differ&al, however, would then be about 40% less than it currently is. Only Kenosha 
County social workers would possibly earn a greater amount. Under the County’s offer, Sheboygan 
social workers with a MNMS will continue to earn above average wages over their careers. The 
diirential would also be cut by 40% Only Kenosha County social workers would earn a greater 
amount when the 96-month step is added. 

The Association has argued for an award in its favor based on internal comparisons (e.) and other 
factors (i.) on the matter of longevity. It correctly asserts that no other County unit has a longevity 
program as is proposed by the Employer, rather, the w included in its offer is generally the 
norm. Additionally, City of Sheboygan employees have increasingly attained percentage longevity 
programs such as is included in its offer. The Association also asserts that the longevity program is 
not considered as part of wages, but is part of a county-wide fiinge benefit package. Additionally, 
the Association asks the arbitmtor not to create an ineqrity by accepting the Employer’s offer in that 
under it, employees hired atIer Jan. 1.1995 would not attain pay levels including longevity which 
would be earned by Social Workers hired before that date. This “two tiered” wage system will 
inevitably lead to morale problems. 

There is great merit in these arguments. The internal comparison favors the Association. However, 
it is also true that the Employer has made the identical proposal for longevity in its final offers to all 
of the other outstandmg units Moreover, IaL&6 also indicates that the longevity program for this 
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Table Longevity Programs of the Comparable Counties, 1994 

Cahnnet 1 none 

Eau Claire $ %SO/yr a&r 5 years, additional $50 atler each additional 5 years ($300 
maximum after 30 years of sewice) 

Fond du Lac 

Kenosha 

Lacrosse 

Manitowoc 

Marathon 

none 

none 

none 

%14/mo.~w5years,%21,%26,and%31~er10,15,and20years 

%lO/mo. after 5 years, additional $10 for each additional 5 yews ($40 max. 
per month after 20 years) 

outagsmi 

Ozaukee I 

Washington 

none 

none 

%Ymo after 5 years, additional $5 for each additional 5 years ($20 max. per 
month after 20 years) 

Winnebago %.03/hr. (%S/mo.) after 5 years, additional %%.03 for each additional S years 
(S. 12 max. per hour tier 20 years) 

Sheboygand 2.5% of base salary after 5 years, additional 2.5% for each additional 5 
(current) ;; years to a maximum of 12.5% after 25 years 

County offer $lO/mo. atIer 5 years, additional $10 for each additional 5 years ($30 max. 
(for new hi&) per month after 15 years) 

Source: I, contracts supplied by the parties 

r 
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unit is clearly outside the norm for social workers in comparable communities, thus favoring the 
Employer’s offer. Half of the cotmties have no longevity adjustments to wages. The remaining 
counties have tlat dollars per month or year or cents per hour which generally are less generous than 
the County’s offer, but signilicandy less than the current program The issue therefore is to determine 
the relative weight to attach to internal ys external comparisons. On this, Arbitrator Gundermann 
opined: 

. . . “‘As a genera) proposition, arbitrators are inclined to look toward internal comparables rather than 
extanaluanpambleswhatackarpattmrofvohmtaw admmts exist. The rstionale most often gwen 
in support of using iatemal comparablea is that internal settlements most aoxmmly reflect what the 
partitswouldhweagradtoifthynachedavoluntaryscttlement. Itisalsoassenedthatbyusing 
intemal eomparables there is added stability to the bargaining process and less opportunity for 
disswsiw arising out of mre unit receiving preferentiial tmanaeat over another unit.” v 
Lkc. No. 26923-A (March 3,1993) 

Arbitrators o&n contend that a primary consideration in rendering an award is what in their opinion 
a voluntary settlement would have been. Unfortunately, a ‘%lear pattern of (internal) voluntary 
setdements” does not exist in this case which could guide the Undersigned in this decision, nor is one 
likely. The County is intent on modifying the longevity program in its bargaining units, an effort it 
contends it has undertaken unsuccessfuhy for fourteen years and which it has unilaterally begun to 
impose for new, non-bargaining unit employees. 

Arbitrator Vernon also recognized a limit to relying on an internal pattern were one to exist: 
“...the intcmd pattern cannot cuntrol when adhemnce to that pattern would cause too much external 
market disparity. In thrs case, the gmeml guidance gained t?om looking at other municipalities strongly 
suggests thst the Employa’s offer would perpetuate a great wage disparity.” m 
m Dec. No. 26562-A @Iarch, 1993) 

While the situation descrii above appears to be reversed in the instant case, its applicabiity would 
suggest an award in favor of the Association on the matter of longevity unless wages of Sheboygan 
Social Workers were to be significantly “out of line” with respect to comparable counties. The 
discussion above would suggest that particularly for social workers with more longevity, evidence 
for such a conclusion exists. 

The Atmhation’s assertion that longevity is a county-wide fringe benefit which should be maintahmd 
to further productive collective bargaining in the future is ostensibly reasonable. The parties have 
some history of fringe benefit coordination, though there is a recent dispute about this in regard to 
health insurance. Arbitrators tend to give greater weight to internal comparisons for fringe benefits 
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than for wages. However, longevity pay determined as a percent of wages would appear to the 
Undersigned to set it apart gem what would otherwise be considered universally applied fringe 
bene6ts such as heahh/dentakvision&fe insurance, vacations, education, and other benefits which are 
more or less independent of wages. 

The Employer recognizes that it seeks a change in them with respect to the proposal for 
longevity as applied to new hires. It cites Arbitrator Gil Vernon’s often quoted m 

. . Glenbeulah Decision No. 2649 1-A (1990) in which he outlined a basis for making a 
sta&ujw change: 

‘~an~~isdedding~a~~inthestatusquoisj~ed,hJsbeisreallyweighing 
and balancing evidence on four considerations: they arc: (1) if and the degree to which, them is s 
demd need for the change, (2) s and the degnx to which, the proposal reasonably addresses the 
nee$ (3) if and the degree to which, there is support in the annparables, and (4) the nature of a quid 
proquo,ifotTmxL4Ufouroftbeseelements shculdbcpresartto some degree and the degree to which 
any oue or more of these. considerations must bc strongly evidenced depends on the facts and the 
archnstsnces of each case. What is uhimstely de&r&cd to be sn acceptable rn& of these 
wns~derahons d vary ftom unique situation to unique situation.” 

It contends that the nearly 500/o increase in longevity payments in this contract alone evidences the 
need to do something about it. In exchange for making modifications more in line with comparable 
counties’ social workers, it proposes sn additional (96month) step on the schedule. Moreover, none 
of the current employeea are at&ted adversely by the change; indeed they also gain the added step. 
The County will not receive any benefits of its offer for five years even though it will immediately pay 
nineteen employees 3% more for the added step; another seven will reach the new %-month step in 
19%. Wah top ratea already above sJl other compsrables, the allid can be seen as more than 
adequate. 

The Association contends, on the other hand, that a compelling need for the change has not been 
shown since the County is fiscslly well. Moreover, the w is inadequate, as noted above. 
The Association meticulously shows the di&rence in eamings over 30 years of Social Workers hired 
just before and after Jan 1,1995. There would be a 916,000 di&rence, as noted earlier. Even ifit 
could be shown that a auid were adequate, other reasons may preclude its change; here, a 
morale problem will be created because of the pay diierential. Instead, the proper way to make such 
changes is through the bargaining process. 

The Undersigned has respected the framework and analysis put forth by Arbitrator Vernon, and has 
been extremeIy rehrctant to alter the status quo in arbitration awards. In this case, however, he 6nds 
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it instructive to consider the remainder of Arbitrator Vernon’s award not quoted by the parties in 
which he states: 

“In bar@+, one case is r&y identical to the next. For example, if 11 of 12 wmparables have the 
sought-after language or benefit in similar form in their mntrscts, then the burden to demonstrate 
inhinsic need and quid pm quo are dimini&ed However, if the proposal goes somewhat beyond the 
aanpamhW language (x benefit, a greata degree of other factors may be mquked. Additionshy, and 
of aurse, the particuhu chsnge must be weighed with other facets of the moving party’s offer and the 
offers as *whole must be weighed against each other.” 

Here, the evidence is overwhelming that the 11 other comparables have no longevity programs or 
longevity programs similar to the County’s proposal (Table 6). While the County’s tinancial need 
for immuting the chsnge is not at this time compelI& the Arbiior has vet&d that while longevity 
is a modest part of wage costs, it will rise relatively substantially in this contract and in subsequent 
ones. The Arbitrator also considers the County’s offer of an additional step as a w. Ifit 
were not offered, the Association would have a burden of demonstrating that its own 96-month step 
proposal was based on a compelling need and/or that there was substantial support among the 
comparables and/or that it had provided an adequate auid which would be diicuh to do 
based on the comparables’ generally limited step schedules. Is the County’s quid pro quo adequate 
(ii it need be)? Clearly for the current employees who suffer no f&an&l loss and gain 3% now or 
in a few years it is adequate since they gain up to %21,OC0 over the next 30 years, by the association’s 
computation. For new b&s, it would be difficult to say; they “lose” about $37,000 over 30 years. 
However, as prospective employees, they may choose social work in Sheboygan or in one of the 
comparabkzs, and as seen previously in Tables 4 and 5, wages in Sheboygan will be higher than in 
most comparable counties under the County’s offer. There still will be the important facet of the 
County’s proposal which is of great concern to the Undersigned, and which was very well expressed 
by the Association, namely, the eventual disparity in earnings between new hires and those 
“grandfathered.” At some point in time as the former become more signhicant in number, future 
negotiations may ‘bargain out” a change, though with diflicuhy since the County’s offer would 
become the status quo. 

The Association makes appropriate note of Arbitrator Malamud’s recent decision in shebovpan 
m (Dec. No. 27719-A). Here, the County attempted to eliminate 
longevity for new hires, but the Union’s offer was chosen. While external comparability was found 
to support the County, the internal pattern (of all other units having longevity) was determinative. 
The Undersigned would respect that Wing, m. There are substantive diierences in the 
cases, however. The County made no alternative provision for recogGng longevity for new 
employees (though it proposed to “buy off’ current employees with a bonus) so as to rectify the 
“problem”. Here, the Employer has proposed an alternative longevity plan which is as good as, or 
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better than other counties. Additionally, the Undersigned notes that without longevity, many 
Sheboygan Highway Department employees would earn below average wages. In the instant case, 
Social Workers have top scheduled rates which are above almost ah other counties. County 
Patrolmen, Truck Drivers, Eqripment Operators, and other employees have short schedules, with less 
opportunity to recognize on-the-job training and/or loyalty to the County; Social Workers by 
contrast, have long schedules which could be 10 or more steps, depending on where one starts. 
Fm, there is some tendency for atbitrators to give greater consideration to external comparabiity 
in the case of professional employees than in the case of nonprofessional employees on the theory that 
the former&e recruited and retained in a broader labor market. Certainly the Association has 
significantly relied on such in past arbitration proceedings. 

Award 
Having caret%lly considered all of the evidence and argument of the Parties set forth above as well 
as the arbitral criteria provided under Section 111.70 Y&L&&., it is the decision of the 
Undersigned that: 

The, final offer of the County, along with those items to which the parties are tentatively 
agrekd is to be incorporated into the 1995-96 Collective Bargaining Agreement between the 
Sheboygan County Association of Social Workers and Sheboygan County. 

Dated this c/ii/,, ofDecember, 1995. 

c 
Arbitrator 


